Effects of hydrogen bonds on the redox potential and electronic structure of the bacterial primary electron donor.
The primary donor, P, of photosynthetic bacterial reaction centers (RCs) is a dimer of excitonically interacting bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) molecules. The two constituents are named PL and PM to designate their close association with the L- and M-subunits, respectively, of the RC protein. A series of site-directed mutants of RCs from Rhodobacter sphaeroides has been constructed in order to model the effects of hydrogen bonding on the redox midpoint potential and electronic structure of P. The leucine residue at position M160 was genetically replaced with eight other amino acid residues capable of donating a hydrogen bond to the C9 keto carbonyl group of the PM BChl a molecule of P. Fourier transform (FT) (pre)resonance Raman spectroscopy with 1064 nm excitation was used to (i) determine the formation and strengths of hydrogen bonds on this latter keto carbonyl group in the reduced, neutral state (PO), and (ii) determine the degree of localization of the positive charge on one of the two constituent BChl molecules of P in its oxidized, radical cation state (P*+). A correlation was observed between the strength of the hydrogen bond and the increase in PO/P*+ redox midpoint potential. This correlation is less pronounced than that observed for another series of RC mutants where hydrogen bonds to the four pi-conjugated carbonyl groups of P were broken or formed uniquely involving histidinyl residues [Mattioli, T. A., Lin, X., Allen, J. P. and Williams, J. C. (1995) Biochemistry 34, 6142-6152], indicating that histidinyl residues are more effective in raising the PO/P*+ redox midpoint potential via hydrogen bond formation than are other hydrogen bond-forming residues. In addition, an increase in positive charge localization is correlated with the strength of the hydrogen bond and with the PO/P*+ redox midpoint potential. This latter correlation was analyzed using an asymmetric bacteriochlorophyll dimer model based on Hückel-type molecular orbitals in order to obtain estimates of certain energetic parameters of the primary donor. Based on this model, the correlation is extrapolated to the case of complete localization of the positive charge on PL and gives a predicted value for the P/P+ redox midpoint potential similar to that experimentally determined for the Rb. sphaeroides HL(M202) heterodimer. The model yields parameters for the highest occupied molecular orbital energies of the two BChl a constituents of P which are typical for the oxidation potential of isolated BChl a in vitro, suggesting that the protein, as compared to many solvents, does not impart atypical redox properties to the BChl a constituents of P.